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5 WAYS INVENTORY
CAN KICK YOUR BUTT
& Technology that Makes a Difference

1 TIME SINCE NEW/OVERHAUL (TSN/TSO)
After a part is installed on an aircraft for the first
time, it starts to accrue hours and cycles, which is
obviously pretty straight forward. Things can get
a bit complicated as parts move positions
(LH to RH), get sent out for repair, or get moved
from one aircraft to another. For time limited
components, making sure you have the right
mechanisms in place to track TSN/TSO is critical
to ensure you are replacing/overhauling parts on
time, as well as maintaining a legal operation.
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STOCK

While it sounds basic, being able to see
your inventory is very powerful. Without
real-time visibility into what you have
on the shelves, you can expect delays in return
to service, paying more for shipping, and
purchasing parts you already have in stock.
While a lot of operations are still "eye-balling"
shelves for stock, many have taken their
inventory to the cloud have significantly
improved the way they manage their inventory.

3 DOCUMENTATION
There's an old saying, "The value of an aircraft is in the logbooks". The same goes for parts! Without
proper documentation (8130-3, Form 1, etc.) many parts cannot be installed on an aircraft. Some
can be, but will require NDT or a complete overhaul ($$$). For the thousands of parts on your aircraft,
maintaining all of the documentation can be a bit of a nightmare, especially if you are relying on the
good ole' file cabinet sorted by ATA chapter.
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CORE EXCHANGES

Managing the return of cores back to vendors can
be a tedious task for many operators. As cores
come off the aircraft, they frequently don't make it
back to the vendors, ultimately resulting in
additional charges or being charged full price.
Tagging what is owed back to vendors with each
maintenance event can help save you a lot of
time and money!
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EXPIRATIONS

Many items in inventory (typically your safety
equipment and many types of consumables)
can have a shelf life or expiration. Expired items
can have safety implications and are also a
target for FAA inspectors. Without proper
notifications in place, clearing expired items out
of your stock rooms can be nearly impossible,
making it very easy for expired items to make it
out onto the hangar floor and on/in the aircraft.
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TECHNOLOGY MAKES
A DIFFERENCE

ATP Flightdocs Inventory
gives you quick & easy
access real-time status &
data!

The Inventory Information Center shows expirations, repairs,
requests, & order status at a glance.
KEY FEATURES:
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ITEM CATALOG

Review and search the
entire catalog of items and
parts for comprehensive
inventory status.
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CORE EXCHANGES

Simplify vendor interaction
for core exchanges with
improved inventory tracking,
reciepts, and visibility.

INVENTORY REQUESTS

Streamline & automate inventory
requests across the maintenance
and inventory teams.
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PURCHASE ORDERS

View, monitor, & act on
Purchase Orders & requisition
information for transparent
and efficient order tracking.

CUSTOMIZABLE REPORTS

Create robust and extensive reports for
clearer insight into inventory values,
purchasing trends and financial status.

ATP Flightdocs Inventory is aviation’s answer for seamless
coordination and optimization of inventory management
across departments, delivered in a single innovative solution.
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